
Blackberry Growing Information 
& Varieties
(subject to availability)

Cultural Requirements 
Blackberries will thrive in most soil types, but good drainage is desirable with most varieties. 
Adding compost, manure, or worm castings to your soil will improve the overall quality of the 
soil and allow the blackberries to thrive.  Planting in an area with full sun will produce the best 
results.  

Fertilization
Blackberries respond extremely well to balanced commercial blends of fertilizer such as Lilly 
Miller Morcrop (5-10-10).  Apply at blossoming time.

Planting instructions
Plant the transplants at about the same depth the plant grew at the nursery, covering any white 
sprouts arising from crown. Avoid wadding the roots in the planting hole.

Pruning and training 
As the new canes begin growing along the ground in the spring, they may be moved in 
alongside the row from time to time to keep them out of harms way until they are ready to be 
trained. These canes will not bear fruit until the following summer when they are two years old. 
After harvest, the two year old fruiting canes are removed as close to the ground as possible 
without injuring the new canes. In cold climates, spring training is a must as canes left on the 
ground over winter are less apt to be damaged by cold. The ideal time to spring train is after the 
danger of freezing weather and before the leaf buds begin expanding.
Several systems are used in training trailing blackberries. The simplest for the home gardener 
is a stake with a cross arm about five feet high. Canes should be brought up either directly from 
the ground or spiraled around the stake and held in place with two or three ties of strong twine. 
Twine may not be necessary if canes are looped over the cross arm and the ends twined into 
the canes below.
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Varieties

Thornless Black Satin Blackberry - Large, firm and glossy fruit. Sweet flavor and excellent 
quality for eating fresh, jams, jellies and pastries.This variety produces a heavy crop of 
berries.  Black Satin plants are not self-supported vines.  Planting along a fence or trellis is 
recommended to keep the heavy crops of berries off the ground.

● Hardiness: zones 5-8
● Height:  5-8 feet 
● Spacing:  3 feet
● Harvest: July
● Fruit: Large, shiny, black 

Thornless Chester Blackberry - Chester is an early, fine tasting, semi erect thornless blackberry. 
Hardier than many varieties. Fruits are sweet and juicy, though, as all blackberries, they must 
be left until the come easily off the calyx. 

● Hardiness: zones 5-9 
● Height:  5 feet 
● Spacing:  4-6 feet
● Harvest: August
● Fruit: Largest of the thornless varieties, glossy, jet black color

Thornless Triple Crown Blackberry - This variety is a semi-erect and bears large, flavorful fruit.  
Strong canes that can support many pounds of fruit without trellising.  

● Height: 3-5 feet 
● Spacing: 3-5 feet  
● Harvest: August - September
●  Fruit: Large, Deep Blue to Black
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